
Paul Wexler on the origins of Ashkenazi Jewry

Perhaps the most persuasive source cited by Sand on the proselyte origins of Ashkenazi Jewry is Tel Aviv

University linguist Paul Wexler, author of The Ashkenazic Jews: A Slavo-Turkic People in Search of a

Jewish Identity (and of The Non-Jewish Origin of the Sephardic Jews). Wexler argues that \the language

known as Yiddish. . . developed in the bilingual Germano-Slavic lands in the 9th century as a Judaized form

of Sorbian." Sorbian is a Slavic language spoken today by about 50,000 people in southeast Brandenburg.

\Yiddish is not a `form of German.' "1 The \tiny Jewish communities in the monolingual western German

lands" cannot have been the basis of the millions of east European Jews.2 \Judeo-Sorbian underwent

`re-lexification'. . . beginning with the 9th-10th centuries, but at the latest by the early 13th century." \The

result was. . . the grafting of [eastern] High German vocabulary. . . onto a Judeo-Sorbian syntax, phonology,

phonotactics, and to some extent, morphotactics. Thus, despite its `German look,' Yiddish remains a west

Slavic language."3

Modern Hebrew is also a Slavic language, not a \rebirth" of Old Semitic Hebrew, which is \impossi-

ble. . . because there are no native speakers to provide a native norm." \Modern Hebrew simply embodies

the syntax and sound system of the Eastern Yiddish language spoken by the first Modern Hebrew language

planners in Ottoman Palestine, while its lexicon. . . was systematically replaced by Biblical and Mishnaic

Hebrew vocabulary."4

Wexler argues from linguistic and other evidence \that the Ashkenazic Jews must have consisted of a

mix of Greek, Balkan Romance and Balkan Slavic, Germano-Slavic and Turkic (Khazar, Avar) converts

to Judaism and their descendants and only a minority of ethnic Jews|many of whom in all probability

came from other parts of Europe rather than Palestine itself."5 Wexler rejects the Khazar mass migration

hypothesis on linguistic grounds, arguing that there was more conversion in place than migration.6

Hence, contemporary Judaism is best defined not as the continuation of the Judaism which

served as an antecedent of Christianity and Islam, but as a newly Judaized variant of European

(mainly Slavic) paganism and Christianity. . . most of the features of Old Palestinian Judaism

and Semitic Hebrew to be found in Ashkenazic \Judaism" and Medieval Ashkenazic/Modern

Israeli \Hebrew" were latter borrowings rather than original inheritance. 7

This thesis has been obscured by philo-German and anti-Slavic chauvinism among scholars, Jewish

and non-, of Ashkenazi Jewry, by disciplinary blinders, and by inertia.8
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